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Abstract
Co-flows model a modern scheduling setting that is commonly found in a variety of applications in
distributed and cloud computing. In co-flow scheduling, there are m input ports and m output ports.
Each co-flow j ∈ J can be represented by a bipartite graph between the input and output ports, where
each edge (i, o) with demand dji,o means that d
j
i,o units of packets must be delivered from port i to port
o. To complete co-flow j, we must satisfy all of its demands. Due to capacity constraints, a port can only
transmit (or receive) one unit of data in unit time. A feasible schedule at each time t must therefore be a
bipartite matching.
We consider co-flow scheduling and seek to optimize the popular objective of total weighted comple-
tion time. Our main result is a (2 + )-approximation for this problem, which is essentially tight, as the
problem is hard to approximate within a factor of (2− ). This improves upon the previous best known
4-approximation. Further, our result holds even when jobs have release times without any loss in the
approximation guarantee. The key idea of our approach is to construct a continuous-time schedule using
a configuration linear program and interpret each job’s completion time therein as the job’s deadline. The
continuous-time schedule serves as a witness schedule meeting the discovered deadlines, which allows
us to reduce the problem to a deadline-constrained scheduling problem.
Authors’ note: This paper has a bug. The bug is in Section 4.2 Finding a Feasible Integral Schedule
Meeting Deadlines – an integral flow to the flow network we created is not necessarily a valid schedule
of the given co-flows. In fact, the following problem is known to be NP-hard: Suppose we are given a
bipartite graph where each edge has a certain deadline. At each time, we can schedule a subset of edges
if they form a matching. An edge completes when it appears in a matching. The goal is to determine
if there exists a feasible schedule that completes all edges before their deadline. Since we already lose
a factor two in the approximation ratio in the first step, our approach cannot yield a 2-approximation.
However, it is plausible that one can get a better than 4-approximation by finding an alternative and
correct rounding that replaces our second rounding in Section 4.2.
We note that although the separation oracle has an similar issue, it is not a big deal, since we can
simply use yj,t, instead of yFj , which has the meaning that co-flow j completes at time t if yj,t = 1.
We plan to keep this arxiv paper accessible for a while, as some colleagues showed interests in this
approach despites the above flaw. We hope that our approach, albeit flawed, can help find a better than
4-approximation for the problem. This manuscript has not been published anywhere.
∗Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, University of California, 5200 N. Lake Road, Merced CA 95344.
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1 Introduction
Co-flow scheduling [4] is an elegant scheduling model that abstracts a signature scheduling problem that
characterizes modern massively parallel computing platforms such as MapReduce [7] and Spark [22]. Such
platforms have a unique processing pattern that interleaves local computation with communication across
machines. Due to the size of the large data sets processed, communication typically tends to be the main
bottleneck in the system performance of these platforms, and the co-flow model captures the key scheduling
challenge arising from such communication.
In co-flow scheduling, there are m input ports and m output ports. Each job (or co-flow) j is described
by a bipartite graph between input and output ports where each edge (i, o) is associated with a demand dji,o,
meaning the job has dji,o unit-sized packets to send from input port i to output port j. Job j completes at the
earliest time when all its packets are delivered. We assume that time is slotted and at each integer time t, a
feasible schedule is a matching, and exactly one packet of a certain co-flow is delivered from input port i to
output port o when i is matched to o. At a high-level, a packet delivery is data migration from a machine i
to another machine o before starting the next round of local computation. Co-flow scheduling can also be
viewed as a generalization of the classical concurrent open shop scheduling problem [2, 3, 8, 13, 15, 18, 21],
as we can recover the concurrent open shop when dji,o = 0 for all jobs j, and pairs i 6= o of ports.
Since co-flow scheduling is an abstraction of one-round communication which is potentially part of
multiple rounds of computation, some packets become ready to be transferred only later in the schedule.
This necessitates the study of co-flow scheduling with packet release times. Thus, a job j may have a
release/arrival time, rj , meaning that no packet of job j can be transported before its release time. More
generally, we can consider a different release time for each packet of a job and all our results extend naturally
to this setting. For simplicity, we assume that all packets of job j have the same release time rj .
In this paper we study co-flow scheduling to minimize the (weighted) average / total completion time,
one of the most popular objectives used to measure average job latency. Not surprisingly, being at the heart
of modern parallel computing, co-flow scheduling has been actively studied by both the system and theory
communities [1, 4, 5, 6, 12, 14, 16, 10, 20, 23], particularly for the completion time objective [1, 10, 11, 12,
14, 16, 20]. Since even the special case of concurrent open shop scheduling is hard to approximate within
factor 2−  [2, 18], there has been a sequence of attempts to give approximate scheduling algorithms. Prior
to this work, the best known approximation ratio were 5 for the general case, and 4 when all jobs arrive at
time 0 [1, 20], respectively. Thus, it remained open to reduce the gap between best upper and lower bounds.
1.1 Our Result
In this paper, we answer the open problem in the affirmative by giving an essentially tight approximation
algorithm.
Theorem 1.1. There is a deterministic 2-approximation algorithm for co-flow scheduling for minimizing
total weighted completion time when all parameters such as demands and release times are polynomially
bounded by the input size. For the general case, there is a (2 + )-approximation for any constant  > 0.
This approximation guarantee is almost tight as there is an inapproximability result of 2− [2, 18]. Thus,
our result essentially closes the approximability of co-flow scheduling for the completion time minimization
objective. Interestingly, we have the same approximation guarantee for general co-flow scheduling with
arbitrary release times as for the special case when all jobs are released at time 0.
Other Extensions. As mentioned before, our result can be easily extended to handle the case where packets
of the same job have different release times. As pointed out in the seminal paper [4], in practice, ports
can have non-uniform capacities, meaning that each port can route a different number of packets in each
time slot. Our algorithm easily generalizes to handle ports with non-uniform capacities (see Section 7 for a
sketch).
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Interestingly, even for the classical concurrent open shop scheduling with release times, the previous best
known approximation factor was 3 [1, 8, 13]. Theorem 1.1 immediately yields an improved approximation
algorithm for preemptive concurrent open shop with arbitrary release times.
Corollary 1.2. There is a deterministic 2-approximation algorithm for preemptive concurrent open shop
scheduling with release times when all input parameters such as processing times and release times are
polynomially bounded. For the general case, there is a (2 + )-approximation algorithm for any constant
 > 0.
1.2 Our Techniques
We first discuss approaches used in the previous work [16, 1]1 along with their limitations. We then give a
high-level overview of our approach and highlight our key ideas that enable an essentially tight approxima-
tion. To streamline our discussion, let’s assume for a while that all jobs arrive at time 0.
Previous Approaches. We first discuss the work by Qiu et al. [16], which gave the first non-trivial ap-
proximation for the completion time objective. A key observation therein is that, individually, each job j can
be scheduled within ∆(j) time units if there were no other jobs where ∆(j) denotes the maximum degree
of the bipartite graph representing job j. This idea is easily extended to multiple jobs by aggregating them
into one job. More precisely, a subset S of jobs can be completed within ∆(S) time steps where ∆(S) is
the maximum degree of the bipartite graph that adds up all demands of each edge over the jobs in S. They
set up an interval-indexed linear programming relaxation to find a tentative completion time for each job.
While rounding, jobs with similar tentative completion times are grouped together and scheduled separately
in ∆(S) time steps (where S denotes the set of jobs grouped together). The disjoint schedules for each group
are then concatenated sequentially. Since jobs in a group S are scheduled independently of other groups so
that all jobs finish by time ∆(S), their approach can be viewed as a reduction to the makespan objective
where jobs have a uniform deadline. Unfortunately, such an approach cannot give a tight approximation
as a result of concatenation of disjoint schedules. Using these techniques, Qiu et al. give a randomized
16.54-approximation algorithm.
The work by Ahmadi et al. [1] giving the best known 4-approximation improves upon Qiu et al.’s result
by a reduction to the Concurrent Open Shop problem (COS). In the COS problem, there are m machines.
Each job has a certain workload on each machine and completes when all its workload has been completed.
Thus, the COS does not have to cope with the complexities coming from the bipartite graph structure as in
co-flow scheduling. Their LP relaxation adapts the LP relaxation for COS by pretending that each port is
an individual machine. Their approach loses a factor of 2 in the rounding just as the LP rounding for the
COS problem does. An additional factor 2 loss follows since the same rounding for the COS does not yield
a feasible schedule for co-flow as the LP was set up without fully capturing the interaction between input
and output ports. Their approach crucially uses non-uniform tentative completion times for the improvement
upon the result by Qiu et al. [16], but fails to give a tight approximation by failing to effectively capture the
underlying graph structure.
Our Approach. To get a tight approximation, we seek to use non-uniform deadlines as in [1] but at the
same time ensure that we fully factor in the underlying graph structure. At a high level, our approach can be
summarized as a true reduction of the problem of minimizing total completion time to a deadline-constrained
scheduling problem in the following sense: We find a tentative completion time / deadline C∗j for each job
j such that (i) it is guaranteed that there exists a schedule where every job j completes before its deadline
C∗j , and (ii) any deadline-meeting schedule is 2-approximate for the total completion time objective.
Towards this end, we use a configuration LP where we create a variable for each job’s each possible
schedule pretending that no other jobs exist; note that each variable completely determines the job’s sched-
1The result by Luo et al. [14] is unfortunately flawed as pointed out in [1].
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ule, particularly its completion time. The configuration LP has exponentially many variables but can be
solved by solving its dual using a separation oracle. The separation oracle boils down to finding the cheap-
est schedule for a given job when ports are priced differently over time, which can be solved using network
flow. The configuration LP gives a fractional solution with a nice property: when a job completes by λ
fraction by time t, λ fraction of the job’s complete schedules are packed by that time t. Using this property,
one can find a fractional schedule with deadlines C∗j giving the desired properties, (i) and (ii)—in particular,
unit fraction of each job’s schedules is packed by C∗j , which implies a witness fractional flow guaranteeing
(i). Then, we again use network flow to find an actual schedule.
Our approach is readily extended to factor in job release times without sacrificing the approximation
quality. In fact, thanks to our simple and general approach, we can easily extend our result to capture
different release times even at the packet level as well as to capture non-uniform port capacities. We believe
our high-level approach that determines ‘tight’ non-uniform deadlines for jobs admitting a feasible schedule
by constructing a witness fractional schedule, could find more applications in other scheduling contexts.
1.3 Other Related Work
As mentioned before, the Concurrent Open Shop problem (COS) [2, 18, 8, 21, 15, 3, 13] is a special case of
the co-flow scheduling problem. However, in the COS, preemption is typically disallowed, meaning that any
task started on a machine must be processed until its completion without interruption once it gets started. It
is easy to see that preemption does not help if all jobs arrive at time 0, in which case several 2-approximation
algorithms were shown [3, 8, 13] via LP rounding, which were later shown to be tight [2, 18]. When jobs
have different release times, the same LP relaxations yielded 3-approximations [8, 13]. Later, Mastrolilli
et al. [15] gave a simple greedy algorithm that matches the best approximation ratio when all jobs arrive at
time 0. Recently, Ahmadi et al. [1] gave a combinatorial 3-approximation via a primal-dual analysis when
jobs have non-uniform release times.
2 Problem Definition and Notation
Following the approach taken by all prior work [1, 6, 16], we abstract out the network as a single m ×m
non-blocking switch with unit capacity constraints, i.e., any input (or output) port can only transmit (or
receive) one unit of data at any time slot. Let m denote the number of input and output ports in the system
and let J denote the set of all co-flows. As jobs are the more commonly used terminology in scheduling
literature, we may refer to co-flows as jobs. Each job j ∈ J is represented as a bipartite graph Gj between
the input and output ports where each edge (i, o) has a weight djio that represents the number of unit sized
packets that co-flow j needs to deliver from port i to port o. Each job j also has a weight wj that indicates its
relative importance and a release time rj . A co-flow j is available to be scheduled at its release time rj and
is said to be completed when all the flows of the job j have been scheduled. More formally, the completion
time Cj of co-flow j is defined as the earliest time such that for every input port i and output port o, d
j
io
units of its data have been transferred from port i to port o. We assume that time is slotted and data transfer
within the network is instantaneous. Time slots are indexed by positive integers. By time slot t, we refer to
time interval [t− 1, t) of unit length. Since each input port i can transmit at most one unit of data and each
output port o can receive at most one unit of data in each time slot, a feasible schedule for a single time slot
can be described as a matching. Our goal is to find a feasible schedule that minimizes the total, weighted
completion time of the co-flows, i.e. minimize
∑
j wjCj .
3 Linear Programming
3.1 A Simplifying Assumption
In this section, we present our configuration linear program. To make our presentation more transparent,
we will first assume that the maximum potential completion time T of all jobs is polynomially bounded
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by the input size. Note that this simplifying assumption holds true when all parameters, particularly job
demands and release times are polynomially bounded. The main challenges still remain the same under this
assumption, which will be removed in Section 5.
3.2 LP Formulation
We formulate a configuration linear program. For a job j, a configuration is a complete feasible, integral
schedule for j. More formally, a configuration F for job j is a ternary relation of tuples of the form (i, o, t)
that indicates one unit of data is transferred from input port i to output port o at time t. Since F is a feasible
configuration for j, by definition, the relation must satisfy:
1. |{(i, o, t) ∈ F}| = djio for all i, o ∈ [m].
2. |{(i, o, t) ∈ F}| ≤ 1 for each pair of i ∈ [m] and t ≥ 1.
3. |{(i, o, t) ∈ F}| ≤ 1 for each pair of o ∈ [m] and t ≥ 1.
Let F(j) denote the set of all possible feasible schedules of job j. Let CFj denote the completion time
of job j under schedule F ∈ F(j). In other words CFj = max{t | ∃i ∈ [m], o ∈ [m] s.t. (i, o, t) ∈ F}.
We introduce variables {yFj } to indicate whether job j is scheduled as per configuration F . The following
shows our linear programming formulation, which we refer to as LPprimal.
LPprimal : min
∑
j∈J
wj
∑
F∈F(j)
CFj y
F
j
subject to, ∀j ∈ J,
∑
F∈F(j)
yFj ≥ 1 (1)
∀i ∈ [m] and ∀t ∈ [T ],
∑
j∈J,o∈[m]
∑
F∈F(j)
s.t.(i,o,t)∈F
yFj ≤ 1 (2)
∀o ∈ [m] and ∀t ∈ [T ],
∑
j∈J,i∈[m]
∑
F∈F(j)
s.t.(i,o,t)∈F
yFj ≤ 1 (3)
∀j ∈ J and ∀F ∈ F(j), yFj ≥ 0 (4)
In the objective, each job j’s weighted completion time is wjCFj under configuration F ∈ F(j). Con-
straint (1) ensures that every co-flow is scheduled as per some configuration. Constraints (2) and (3) ensure
that at any time step t at most one co-flow uses an input port i or output port o. In constraint (4), we relax
the integrality requirements to get a linear programming relaxation.
3.3 Solving the Linear Program
The linear programming relaxation LPprimal has exponentially many variables but polynomially many con-
straints (under the simplifying assumption that T is polynomially bounded). To solve LPprimal, we formulate
its dual, LPdual, which has polynomially many variables but exponentially many constraints, and demon-
strate a polynomial-time separation oracle for LPdual. Using the Ellipsoid method with the separation oracle,
we can solve LPdual in polynomial time. During the execution of the Ellipsoid method, only polynomially
many constraints of the dual are considered, thus, as a result of the strong duality theorem, we only need to
consider the corresponding variables to optimally solve LPprimal. Therefore, a polynomial-time separation
oracle for LPdual implies that LPprimal can be solved in polynomial time.
The following shows the dual of LPprimal.
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LPdual : max
∑
j∈J
αj −
∑
i∈[m],t∈[T ]
βi,t −
∑
o∈[m],t∈[T ]
γo,t
subject to, ∀j ∈ J and ∀F ∈ F(j), αj −
∑
(i,o,t)∈F
(βi,t + γo,t) ≤ wjCFj (5)
α, β, γ ≥ 0
It now remains to show a separation oracle for LPdual. Our task is, given αj , βi,t and γo,t values, to find
a job j and a configuration F ∈ F(j) that violates constraints (5) or certify that no such constraint exists.
We observe that such a separation oracle is reduced to solving the following key problem.
Key Problem for the Separation Oracle: Given a single job j and a deadline Cj ∈ [T ], find a feasible,
integral schedule for j of minimum cost when input port i is priced at βi,t at time t and output port o is
priced at γo,t at the same time.
The observation immediately follows by considering a fixed job j and a fixed completion time Cj ∈
[T ] — if the cost of the job’s minimum-cost deadline-constrained schedule F ∗ is less expensive than
αj − wjCF ∗j , then we report the corresponding configuration as a violated constraint. Otherwise, if the
minimum cost schedules for all deadlines satisfy the constraints, then we are guaranteed that no constraints
are violated. Suppose for contradiction that some configuration F violates constraint (5). Let F ∗ be the min-
imum cost schedule with deadline CFj . Thus, we have cost(F
∗) ≤ cost(F ) < αj −wjCFj ≤ αj −wjCF
∗
j ,
which is a contradiction.
We show how to reduce this key problem to an instance of the classical minimum cost flow problem.
Create a directed graphG as follows. For each t ∈ [Cj ]\ [rj ], create a complete, bipartite, directed subgraph
Gt = (It, Ot, At) where part It hasm nodes corresponding to the input ports,Ot hasm nodes corresponding
to the output ports. For an edge e = (it, ot), assign a cost of βi,t+γo,t. Assign a capacity of one for all edges
and all vertices2 in Gt. In addition, for every pair i, o ∈ [m], create vertices sourceio and sinkio. Connect
sourceio to vertices it for all t ∈ [Cj ] \ [rj ] and connect vertices ot for all t ∈ [Cj ] \ [rj ] to sinkio with unit
capacity and zero cost arcs. Finally, add two new vertices source and sink. For every pair i, o ∈ [m], add
an arc of capacity djio and cost zero from source to sourceio and also from sinkio to sink. See Figure 1 for
an illustration of this construction.
Grj+1 Grj+2 GCj
sourceio sinkio
source
sink
irj+1 orj+1 irj+2 orj+2 iCj oCj
sourcei′o′ sinki′o′
cost = βi,rj+1 + γo,rj+1
cap = 1
cap = djio
Figure 1: An example of graph construction for the minimum cost flow problem
2Vertex capacities can be modeled by splitting the a vertex into two and adding a unit capacity edge connecting the split parts.
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Note that any integral maximum flow f in G corresponds to a feasible schedule F for job j with
completion time at most Cj and vice versa. In particular, for any pair i, o ∈ [m], the maximum
flow sends djio units of flow from sourceio to sinkio through d
j
io edge disjoint paths each of the form
(sourceio → it → ot → sinkio). The vertex capacities ensure that for any t ∈ [Cj ] \ [rj ], the edges of Gt
carrying flow form a matching. Thus the set of all triples (i, o, t) such that the edge (it, ot) carries unit flow
forms a feasible configuration (schedule) for j; job’s release time is respected, as only times in [Cj ]\ [rj ] can
be used by j. In addition, the cost of the flow f is exactly equal to
∑
(i,o,t)∈F (βi,t + γo,t). Thus, we can find
the feasible schedule F ∗ ∈ F(j) with completion time at most Cj that minimizes
∑
(i,o,t)∈F ∗(βi,t + γo,t)
by solving the minimum cost maximum flow problem on G.
4 Rounding
In this section, we show how to round an optimal feasible solution to LPprimal to obtain a 2-approximate
integral schedule. Towards this end, we consider some intermediate schedules that are continuous. We say
that a schedule is continuous if it schedules an integral matching at each instantaneous time. Thus, if the
matching at time t includes edge (i, o) for job j, it means that a dt amount of packet of job j is sent from
input port i to output port o during an infinitesimally small interval [t, t + dt); or equivalently, the same
amount of demand is served for job j’s edge (i, o). In a continuous schedule, job j completes at the earliest
time when all its demands are served.
Our rounding scheme consists of two main components. In Section 4.1, we first find a deadline C∗j for
each job j that admits a feasible integral schedule that is 2-approximate against the optimal LPprimal cost.
We guarantee the feasibility by constructing a continuous schedule that completes each job j by time C∗j
such that
∑
j wjC
∗
j is at most twice the optimal LPprimal cost. In Section 4.2, we find an integral schedule
meeting the deadlines, which will be our final schedule.
4.1 Reduction to Deadline Constrained Scheduling
We first give a high-level overview of the first step of the rounding procedure that we will present in this
section. The procedure considers the following four schedules in this order.
1. {yFj }: An optimal solution to LPprimal. We view this as a sequence of fractional matchings
over integer time slots. The cost is measured as the solution’s LP objective, which is denoted as
COST(LPprimal).
2. σ: A continuous schedule constructed from {yFj }. The cost is measured as the schedule’s total
weighted fractional completion time: job j is alive at time t by at most (1 − v) fraction and incurs a
cost of at most (1−v) at the time if j’s each demand has been served by at least v fraction by the time.
The total cost over all jobs is denoted as COST(σ) and we will show COST(σ) = COST(LPprimal) −
(1/2)
∑
j wj .
3. σλ: A continuous schedule obtained by ‘stretching’ σ. We stretch the schedule σ horizontally by a
factor of 1/λ. λ ∈ (0, 1) is to be chosen randomly but the random choice can be derandomized. The
cost is measured integrally, meaning that j completes when all its demands are served. We will show
E[COST(σλ)] ≤ 2 COST(σ) = 2 COST(LPprimal)−
∑
j wj .
4. {C∗j }: A continuous schedule with integer deadlines. This schedule is essentially the same as
σλ. In σλ, jobs may have fractional completion times. We round them up to their nearest integers,
respectively. Then, the cost of any schedule that completes each job j before its predefined completion
time (deadline) is at most E[
∑
j wjC
∗
j ] ≤ E[COST(σλ)] +
∑
j wj ≤ 2 COST(LPprimal).
The second step of our rounding process will find an actual schedule that complete each job j by C∗j ,
which will be discussed in Section 4.2 in detail.
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In the rest of this section, we show how we construct each of the above schedules and upper bound its
cost.
The First Schedule ({yFj }): Let {yFj } be an optimal solution to LPprimal. We use these yFj values to
construct a sequence of fractional matchings over integer time slots. Let xjtio =
∑
F∈F(j):(i,o,t)∈F
yFj denote
the fraction of data of job j that is sent from port i ∈ [m] to port o ∈ [m] in time slot t ∈ [T ] \ [rj ]. Since
we started from a feasible LP solution, the fractional coflow schedule defined by the xjtio variables schedules
djio amount of data for any pair (i, o) of ports.∑
t∈[T ]
xjtio =
∑
t∈[T ]
∑
F∈F(j)
(i,o,t)∈F
yFj =
∑
F∈F(j)
∑
t∈[T ]
yFj 1(i,o,t)∈F =
∑
F∈F(j)
yFj d
j
io = d
j
io
Also for any fixed time slot t, the variables xjtio describe a fractional matching, i.e.∑
o∈[m]
∑
j∈J
xjtio =
∑
j∈J
∑
o∈[m]
∑
F∈F(j)
(i,o,t)∈F
yFj
(2)
≤ 1 ,∀i ∈ [m]
and
∑
i∈[m]
∑
j∈J
xjtio =
∑
j∈J
∑
i∈[m]
∑
F∈F(j)
(i,o,t)∈F
yFj
(3)
≤ 1 ,∀o ∈ [m]
Note that the optimal cost of LPprimal can be written as
COST(LPprimal) :=
∑
j
wj
∑
F∈F(j)
CFj y
F
j =
∑
j
wj
∑
C≥1
C ·
∑
F∈F(j):CFj =C
yFj
The Second Schedule (σ): We construct a continuous schedule σ from {yFj }. Recall that in a continuous
schedule, an integral matching is scheduled at each instantaneous time. Consider any fixed time slot t ∈ [T ].
Let Xt denote the fractional matching given by {yFj }. By the Birkhoff-von Neumann theorem, Xt can be
decomposed into a polynomial number of integral matchings M t1,M
t
2, . . . ,M
t
` such that
Xt =
∑`
i=1
αtiM
t
i and
∑`
i=1
αti = 1
Thus, we can convert the fractional schedule for time slot t into a continuous time schedule by scheduling
each integral matchingM ti for αi(τ2−τ1) time during each infinitesimal time interval [τ1, τ2) ∈ [t−1, t). In
other words, the linear combination of integral matchings is ‘smeared’ across all instantaneous time during
[t−1, t). Let σ denote such a continuous schedule obtained by decomposing the fractional matching in each
time slot t ∈ [T ]. For any time interval [τ1, τ2), let
∫ τ2
τ=τ1
σio,j(τ)dτ denote the amount of data of co-flow j
that is sent from port i to port o in the schedule σ. By construction, we have that∫ t
τ=t−1
σio,j(τ)dτ = x
jt
io.
To compute COST(σ), we need to measure how much fraction of each job j is completed by time τ .
Recall that in this measure, job j is said to be completed by v fraction at time τ , if for every pair i, o of ports,
at least vdjio amount of data is transferred from i to o by time τ in schedule σ, i.e.,
∫ τ
τ ′=0 σio,j(τ
′)dτ ′ ≥ vdjio.
Let C˜j(v) denote the first time when j is completed by v fraction in σ. The total fractional completion
time of job j in schedule σ is thus defined as
∫ 1
v=0 C˜j(v)dv. Formally, we now want to upper bound
COST(σ) :=
∑
j wj
∫ 1
v=0 C˜j(v)dv.
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Lemma 4.1. COST(σ) = COST(LPprimal)− 12(
∑
j∈J wj).
Proof. Consider a fixed job j and a configuration F ∈ F(j) with yFj > 0. Let t = CFj denote the last
time slot during which F schedules a matching. Let us compute the contribution of job j to COST(σ) due to
configuration F .
Let M denote the matching scheduled by F in this last time slot. The LP solution schedules matching
M by a yFj fraction in time slot t. Since we ‘smeared’ the fractional matching in time slot t over continuous
times in the interval [t− 1, t), our continuous schedule σ schedules matching M by a yFj dτ fraction during
any time interval [τ, τ + dτ) ∈ [t− 1, t). Thus j’s contribution to COST(σ) due to configuration F ∈ F(j)
is wj
∫ t
τ=t−1 y
F
j τdτ = wjy
F
j (C
F
j − 1/2).
Summing over all jobs j and all configurations, we have
COST(σ) =
∑
j
wj
∫ 1
v=0
C˜j(v)dv =
∑
j
wj
∑
F∈F(j)
yFj (C
F
j − 1/2) = COST(LPprimal)−
∑
j
wj/2
as desired.
Finally, we note that we don’t have to construct σ explicitly, as we just need to find C˜j(v) in polynomial
time for given j and v ∈ [0, 1].
The Third Schedule (σλ): We construct a new continuous schedule σλ from σ as follows. First, we
choose a λ ∈ [0, 1] randomly drawn according to the probability density function f(v) = 2v. Next, we
“stretch” the schedule σ by a factor of 1/λ. More precisely, if matching M is scheduled in σ during an
infinitesimal interval [τ1, τ2), the same matching is scheduled in σλ during [τ1/λ, τ2/λ). This ‘stretching’
(also called slow-motion) idea was used in other scheduling contexts [19, 17, 9]. Note that jobs’ release
times remain respected after the stretching.
Let Cσλ(j) denote the completion time of job j in the stretched schedule, i.e., Cσλ(j) is the earliest
time such that djio amount of data has been transferred from port i to port o for all pairs i, o ∈ [m]. We now
measure the cost of this new schedule, COST(σλ) :=
∑
j wjCσλ(j), and upper bound it.
Lemma 4.2. E[COST(σλ)] = 2 COST(σ).
Proof. Recall that we define C˜j(v) to be the earliest time when job j is completed by v fraction in σ. It is
easy to observe that for every job j, Cσλ(j) ≤ C˜j(λ)/λ. This is because, σ schedules at least a λ fraction of
the demand for each pair i, o by time C˜j(λ) and thus σλ schedules all the demands fully by time C˜j(λ)/λ.
E[COST(σλ)] =
∑
j
wjE[Cσλ(j)] ≤
∑
j
wjE[C˜j(λ)/λ] =
∑
j
wj
∫ 1
v=0
C˜j(v)/v · (2v)dv
≤ 2
∑
j
wj
∫ 1
v=0
C˜j(v)dv = 2 COST(σ)
The Last Schedule ({C∗j }) : In the previous continuous schedule, σλ, every job j is completed by time
Cσλ(j), which is not necessarily an integer. Since we will use this completion time as j’s deadline in the
second rounding procedure to find an actual schedule, we need to make sure the completion times / deadlines
are integers. Hence, we set Cj := dCσλ(j)e. Then, we immediately have,
COST({C∗j }) =
∑
j
wjC
∗
j ≤ COST(σλ) +
∑
j
wj . (6)
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From Lemma 4.1, Lemma 4.2 and Eq. (6), we have E[COST({C∗j })] ≤ 2 COST(LPprimal). Thus, we
have found integer deadlines, {C∗j }, such that there exists a continuous schedule that completes each job j
by time C∗j and
∑
j wjC
∗
j is at most twice the optimal LPprimal cost in expectation.
We note that the random choice of λ can be derandomized. To keep the flow of our presentation, we
defer the derandomization to Section 6.
4.2 Finding a Feasible Integral Schedule Meeting Deadlines
This section is devoted to finding an integral schedule that complete all jobs before their respective dead-
lines, {C∗j }. Recall that σλ is such a schedule, except that it is continuous, not integral. We first convert
the continuous time schedule σλ back into a time-slotted fractional schedule such that each co-flow j is
completed by time C∗j . Define z
jt
io =
∫ t
τ=t−1 σ
λ
io,j(τ)dτ for all t ≤ dτλio,je. It is easy to verify that the set
{zjtio} of values define a feasible fractional coflow schedule such that each coflow finishes by time C∗j . In
particular, we have the following.
∑
t≤C∗j
zjtio =
∑
t≤C∗j
∫ t
τ=t−1
σλio,j(τ)dτ =
∫ τλio,j
τ=0
σλio,j(τ)dτ = d
j
io, ∀j ∈ J and ∀i, o ∈ [m] (7)
∑
j∈J
∑
o∈[m]
zjtio =
∑
j∈J
∑
o∈[m]
∫ t
τ=t−1
σλio,j(τ)dτ ≤ 1, ∀t ∈ [T ] and ∀i ∈ [m] (8)
∑
j∈J
∑
i∈[m]
zjtio =
∑
j∈J
∑
i∈[m]
∫ t
τ=t−1
σλio,j(τ)dτ ≤ 1, ∀t ∈ [T ] and ∀o ∈ [m] (9)
The last inequality in the above two statements follows from construction as σλ schedules an integral match-
ing at any instantaneous time τ .
As a final step, we construct an instance of the network flow problem with integer capacities such that
integral, maximum flows in this network are in one-to-one correspondence with integral feasible coflow
schedules. Our final integral coflow schedule is obtained by solving a maximum flow problem on this
network. This reduction to network flow is similar to the one used for the separation oracle in Section 3.3
and we highlight the differences below.
Construct a directed graphG as follows. For each t ∈ [T ], letGt = (It, Ot, At) be a complete, bipartite,
directed subgraph with unit capacity edges and vertices. For each job j and pair i, o ∈ [m], add vertex
sourceio,j and connect it to all vertices it for all t ∈ [C∗j ] \ [rj ]. Similarly, add vertex sinkio,j and connect
it to all vertices ot in the same range. Finally, add two new vertices source and sink. For every coflow j
and pair i, o ∈ [m], add an arc of capacity djio from source to sourceio,j and also from sinkio,j to sink. In
contrast with the construction for the separation oracle that only considered a fixed co-flow j, here we add
source and sink vertices for all co-flows.
Note that any integral maximum flow f in G of value
∑
j∈J
∑
i,o∈[m] d
j
io corresponds to a feasible
schedule F such that any coflow j has completion time at most C∗j and vice versa. In particular, for any
coflow j and pair i, o ∈ [m], the maximum flow sends djio units of flow from sourceio,j to sinkio,j through
djio edge disjoint paths. The vertex capacities ensure that for any t ∈ [T ], the edges of Gt carrying flow form
a matching.
Finally we demonstrate that the zjtio values defined above yield a fractional flow f of value∑
j∈J
∑
i,o∈[m] d
j
io. Since all capacities in this network are integers, this guarantees the existence of an
integral flow of the same value that can be found using an off-the-shelf network flow algorithm. Let f(e)
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denote the flow through arc e. We define f as follows.
f(e) =

∑
j z
jt
io , for e = (it, ot) ∈ At
zjtio , for e = (sourceio,j , it) and e = (ot, sinkio,j)
djio, for e = (source, sourceio,j) and e = (sinkio,j , sink)
(10)
Equations (8) and (9) guarantee that the flow f satisfies all edge and vertex capacity constraints. Equation
(7) ensures that the value of the flow is indeed
∑
j∈J
∑
i,o∈[m] d
j
io as desired.
5 Removing the Simplifying Assumption: Handling Large Job Demands
and Release Times
In this section, we remove the simplifying assumption stated in Section 3.1 at an extra (1 + ) factor loss
in the approximation ratio. As the assumption was used in several places, we discuss how to remove the
assumption from each place. The key ideas remain the same; thus, we only discuss the major differences in
detail.
5.1 LP Formulation
We only need to consider times no greater than T := maxj∈J rj +
∑
j∈J,i∈[m],o∈[m] d
j
io. This is because
we can finish all jobs by time T even if we deliver only one packet at a time after the last job’s arrival
and there is no reason to idle all ports at any time as long as there is a packet that is ready for schedule.
As T could be exponentially large, we use a standard trick that partitions the whole set of integer times,
{1, 2, 3, · · · , T} into disjoint integer time intervals of exponentially increasing lengths, I1, I2, ..., Iκ such
that for any two integers, t1 < t2 in the same interval, we have t2/t1 ≤ 1+. This can be done, for example,
by setting I1 = {1}, I2 = {2}, · · · , I10/ = {10 }, and I10/+1 = {d10 (1 + )0e + 1, . . . , d10 (1 + )1e},
I10/+2 = {d10 (1 + )1e + 1, . . . , d10 (1 + )2e}, and so on, where κ = O((1/) log T ). Further, we
recursively split an interval if the interval contains the release time of some job j until every interval has at
most one job’s release time, and if so, it is the smallest time in the interval. Let I denote the collection of
the created intervals. For notational convenience, we don’t change the notation, so that I1, I2, · · · , Iκ ∈ I
are ordered in increasing order of the times in them.
To compactly describe configurations, we do not distinguish times in same interval Ik. Intuitively, as
any two times in the same interval differ by a factor of at most 1 + , this compact description will increase
the optimal LP objective by a factor of at most 1 + . For a job j, a configuration is a complete, feasible,
integral sketch for j. Formally, a configuration F for job j is a ternary relation of tuples of the form (i, o, I),
which is associated with a weight f(i, o, I), that indicates f(i, o, I) units of data are transferred from input
port i to output port o during interval I ∈ I. For a feasible configuration F for job j, the relation must
satisfy:
1.
∑
(i,o,I)∈F f(i, o, I) = d
j
io for all i, o ∈ [m].
2.
∑
(i,o,I)∈F f(i, o, I) ≤ |I| for every pair of i ∈ [m] and I ∈ I.
3.
∑
(i,o,I)∈F f(i, o, I) ≤ |I| for every pair of o ∈ [m] and I ∈ I.
Let F(j) denote the set of all possible feasible configurations of j. Let CFj denote the completion time
of job j under configuration F ∈ F(j). More precisely, CFj := max{t | ∃i, o ∈ [m], I ∈ I s.t. f(i, o, I) >
0, t ∈ I}. In a similar spirit, define C(I) := max{t ∈ I}. We only need to change two constraints (2) and
(3) of LPprimal as follows.
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1. ∀i ∈ [m] and ∀I ∈ I,
∑
j∈J,o∈[m]
∑
F∈F(j)s.t.(i,o,I)∈F
yFj · f(i, o, I) ≤ |I|.
2. ∀o ∈ [m] and ∀I ∈ I,
∑
j∈J,i∈[m]
∑
F∈F(j)s.t.(i,o,I)∈F
yFj · f(i, o, I) ≤ |I|.
This new LPprimal’s optimal objective is at most (1+) off the optimum, since times in the same interval
differ by a factor of at most (1 + ) and if a job completes during an interval, we pretend that it does at the
last time in the interval. Note that since I has a polynomial number of intervals, the new LPprimal only has
a polynomial number of constraints.
5.2 Solving the LP
The dual constraint (5) of LPdual becomes:
∀j ∈ J and ∀F ∈ F(j), αj −
∑
(i,o,I)∈F
(βi,I + γo,I) · f(i, o, I) ≤ wjCFj
Fix a job j and Ik ∈ I. The key problem for the separation oracle becomes the following. During
interval I , input port i and output port o are priced at βi,I and γo,I , respectively, per unit traffic. Our task
is to find a minimum-cost configuration for J that only uses I1, I2, ..., Ik ∈ I. As before, we reduce the
problem to an instance of the minimum cost flow problem. For each interval I ∈ {I1, I2, ..., Ik}, instead of
each t, we create a complete, bipartite, directed subgraph GI = (II , OI , AI). The cost of edge (iI , oI) is
set to βi,I + γo,I . All unit capacities in Gt are increased to |I|. Similarly, sourceio is connected to vertices
iI for every interval I ∈ {I1, I2, ..., Ik} that does not include any time smaller than rj , with capacity |I|.
Likewise, the capacities of the edges connecting vertices oI to sinkio are increased to |I|. Note that any
integral maximum flow f in G corresponds to a feasible configuration F for job j with completion time at
most C(Ik) and vice versa. Further, the cost of the flow sending f ′(i, o, I) units of flow from i to o during
interval I is exactly
∑
i,o(βi,I + γo,I) · f ′(i, o, I). Thus, we can obtain a feasible configuration F ∈ F(j)
with completion time at most C(Ik) that minimizes
∑
(i,o,t)∈F (βi,t + γo,t) · f(i, o, I) from a minimum cost
maximum flow in G.
5.3 First Rounding
In this section, we adapt the rounding in Section 4.1 to avoid using the simplifying assumption. Since the
entire rounding is almost identical, we only describe the key differences. For each I = {t1, t2, ..., th} ∈ I,
from an optimal solution to LPprimal, we construct a continuous schedule that schedules the same integral
matchings uniformly over the interval [t1 − 1, th). Then, we can still show COST(σ) ≤ COST(LPprimal) −
(1/2)
∑
j wj—we can get a tighter bound but this bound suffices for our goal. The remaining procedure is
exactly the same, so we can show E[
∑
j wjC
∗
j ] ≤ 2 COST(LPprimal).
5.4 Second Rounding
The second rounding also remains almost identical. There are two main differences that are worth special
attention. First, we need to refine I to include the discovered deadlines C∗j . This is because we treat all
times in the same interval in I equally, and as a result, we can’t strictly enforce jobs’ deadlines which could
potentially yield an integral schedule whose cost is more than twice the optimal LP cost. Therefore, we
recursively refine intervals, so that each interval I ∈ I contains at most one distinct deadline C∗j , and if
so, it is the largest time in the interval. As before, we do not distinguish times in the same interval though.
Thus, we will use I in place of t and increase the capacity of any edge involving interval I from one to |I|.
The other key difference is this. Take a close look at the discovered integral maximum flow for a fixed
interval I ∈ I. Observe that in the flow, each node supports at most |I| units of flow. In other words, unit
sized packets are delivered from input ports to output ports to (partially) serve some jobs and each port is
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used by at most |I| packets. To obtain a feasible integral schedule, we convert this into |I| integral matchings.
As mentioned earlier, it was already observed in [16] that such a conversion is possible: a bipartite graph
can be decomposed into a set of integral matchings whose number is equal to the graph’s maximum vertex
degree. Thus, we can find in polynomial time an integral schedule that is 2-approximate against the optimal
LPprimal cost. This implies the discovered schedule is 2(1 + )-approximation, as the relaxation is at most
(1 + ) factor off the optimum.
6 Derandomization
In this section, we discuss how to derandomize the random choice of λ ∈ (0, 1], which was used in the first
rounding to construct a stretched schedule σλ from σ. Let us first define step values. We say that v ∈ (0, 1]
is a step value if
∑
F∈F(j):CFj ≤C y
F
j = v for some j ∈ J and integer C ≥ 1 — in other words, exactly v
fraction of some job j’s configurations are completed by some integer time in the LPprimal solution, {yFj }.
Let V denote the set of all step values; 1 ∈ V by definition. We can assume w.l.o.g. that |V | is polynomially
bounded, as we can find an optimal solution to LPprimal with a polynomial-size support.
We have shown in Section 4.1 that E[COST(σλ)] ≤ 2COST(LPprimal) −
∑
j wj and COST({C∗j }) ≤
COST(σλ) +
∑
j wj . Therefore, if we find λ such that COST(σ
λ) ≤ 2COST(LPprimal) −
∑
j wj (it is easy
to see such a λ exists from a simple averaging argument), then we can find {C∗j } such that COST({C∗j }) ≤
2COST(LPprimal).
Our remaining goal is to find λ that minimizes COST(σλ). Towards this end, fix a job j and take
a close look at j’s contribution to COST(σλ) depending on the choice of λ. Fix any two adjacent step
values v1 < v2 in V . Suppose λ was set to a value v ∈ (v1, v2]. Let t be the earliest time slot such that∑
F∈F(j):CFj ≤t y
F
j ≥ v2. Let v0 :=
∑
F∈F(j):CFj ≤t−1 y
F
j ; note that v0 ≤ v1, as v1 and v2 are adjacent step
values. Then, we have Cσλ(j) =
1
v (t− 1 + v−v0v2−v0 ). This is because exactly v0 fraction of j’s configurations
complete by time t − 1 and there is (v2 − v0) fraction of j’s configurations completing at time t; thus,
C˜j(v) = t−1+ v−v0v2−v0 . Hence, for any v ∈ (v1, v2], j contributes to COST(σλ) by wj 1v (t−1+ v−v0v2−v0 ). This
becomes a linear function in z over [1/v2, 1/v1) if we set z = 1/v. Therefore, we get a piece-wise linear
function g(z) by summing over all jobs and considering all pairs of two adjacent step values in V . We set λ
to the the inverse of z’s value that achieves the global minimum, which can be found in polynomial time.
7 Extensions To Non-Uniform Capacity Constraints
In this section, we consider the co-flow scheduling problem with non-uniform port capacities. The problem
setting remains exactly the same as regular co-flow scheduling, with the exception that port i has an integer
capacity ci that denotes the number of packets that can be processed by port i at any time t. We show that
our algorithm can be easily extended to give the same approximation guarantee even for this generalized
problem. Because the key ideas remain the same, we only highlight the primary differences in each step.
7.1 LP Formulation and Separation Oracle
Let F(j) denote the set of all feasible configurations of job j. Note that a configuration F ∈ F(j) may
schedule up to ci units of data transfer from (or to) port i at time slot t. For an input port i, let loadF (i, t)
denote the number of packets transferred from port i at time t as per configuration F . We similarly define
loadF (o, t) for an output port o. We only need to change constraints (2) and (3) as follows.
∀i ∈ [m] and ∀t ∈ [T ],
∑
j∈J
∑
F∈F(j)
loadF (i, t) y
F
j ≤ ci
∀o ∈ [m] and ∀t ∈ [T ],
∑
j∈J
∑
F∈F(j)
loadF (o, t) y
F
j ≤ co
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The separation oracle for the dual LP once again relies on finding the minimum cost schedule for a job
j subject to a fixed deadline. Similar to Section 3.3, this key problem can be solved using minimum cost
flow. Since the reduction is almost identical to the one earlier, we skip the details.
7.2 Rounding
The key difference in the rounding step occurs in the construction of the continuous schedule σ. The
fractional schedule obtained from the LP relaxation no longer schedules a fractional matching during a time
slot t. Let Xt be the bipartite graph scheduled by the feasible LP solution at time slot t. We are guaranteed
that the fractional degree of each vertex i ∈ Xt is at most ci. To construct the continuous schedule, we
need to decompose Xt into a convex combination of a polynomial number of degree bounded subgraphs
B1, B2, . . . , B`. Such a decomposition can be obtained by splitting a vertex i ∈ Xt into ci distinct copies
and splitting the edge weights so that each vertex has at most unit fractional degree in the expanded graph.
The Birkhoff-von Neumann decomposition of the expanded graph then gives us the desired decomposition.
Once we have the continuous time schedule σ, the rest of the rounding procedure remains identical to
that in Sections 4.1 and Sections 4.2.
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